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Aesthetics Awards 2015
Finalists announced
Following an overwhelming response from hundreds of high calibre entries
received from all over the UK and Ireland for 23 Award categories, the shortlisting
process is now complete and the names of the companies, professionals and
associations successful in making it to the final stage for the Aesthetics Awards
2015 have finally been revealed.
Those shortlisted have proved that they excel in best practice and service to patients, customers and members
and will now undergo a stringent judging process to determine the winners. A panel of respected industry
professionals will decide who has exceeded the highest standards over this past year, deserving to be honoured
with a prestigious Award.
Judging and voting will close on October 30, until which Aesthetics journal readers will have the opportunity to
support their favourite products, treatments, suppliers and associations in select categories by voting online at
www.aestheticsawards.com/voting. The Aesthetics Awards 2015, which will be held on December 5 at the Park
Plaza Hotel in central London, is the perfect opportunity to celebrate professional dedication and outstanding
achievements in this exciting and dynamic industry.
Category Sponsors
Fat Reduction

lipomed

Skin Tightening

A Powerful Three Dimensional Alternative to Liposuction

No other system offers this advanced combination of
technologies designed to target fat removal, cellulite
and skin tightening without the need to exercise

Cellulite

This NEW advanced device is dedicated
exclusively to the clinical market

Why choose 3D-lipomed?
A complete approach
to the problem

Face and Body skin
tightening

Prescriptive

Highly profitable

Multi-functional

No exercise required

Inch loss

National PR support
campaign

Cellulite

Clinician use only
Complete start up and support package
available from under £660 per month

Before
Treatment
of the Year
3D Lipomed

After

Before
Equipment Supplier
of the Year
3D Lipo Limited

SEE US AT STAND 7 AND
JOIN OUR MASTERCLASS

LONDON /
7-8 MAR 2015

aestheticsconference.com

Cavitation (Overall Circumference Reduction)
Cavitation is a natural phenomenon based on low frequency
ultrasound. The Ultrasound produces a strong wave of
pressure to fat cell membranes. A fat cell membrane cannot
withstand this pressure and therefore disintegrates into a
liquid state. The result is natural, permanent fat loss.
Duo Cryolipolysis
(Superficial Targeted Fat Removal)
Using the unique combination of electro and cryo therapy
20-40% of the fat cells in the treated area die in a natural
way and dissolve over the course of several months.
Two areas can now be treated simultaneously.

Radio Frequency (Skin Tightening)
Focus Fractional RF is the 3rd generation of RF technology.
It utilises three or more pole/electrodes to deliver the RF
energy under the skin. This energy is controlled and limited
to the treatment area. Key advantages of this technology
are high treatment efficacy, no pain as less energy is
required, shorter treatment services and variable depths of
penetration.

After
The Pinnell Award for
Product Innovation
3D Lipomed

3D Dermology RF
(Cellulite Reduction)
The new 3D-lipomed incorporates 3D
Dermology RF with the stand alone benefits
of automated vacuum skin rolling and radio
frequency.
What the experts say...
‘As a Clinician I need to know that the treatments we offer are safe, effective,
scientifically based and fit in with our ethos of holistic care for our clients. 3D-Lipo
has delivered this to us’ Dr Mohamed Dewji – GP & Medical Director LasaDerm Ltd
(Milton Keynes)

For further information or
a demonstration call: 01788 550 440

www.3d-lipo.co.uk
@3Dlipo

3D-lipo

To find out more visit www.aestheticsawards.com,
email support@aestheticsjournal.com or call 0203 096 1228

